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Research on legal digital currency by PBOC
Summary


The Digital Currency Research Institute of PBOC announced on Apr 20 that PBOC will
conduct the first closed test for its legal digital currency (DC/EP), which has been studied
for six years, in Shenzhen, Suzhou, Chengdu and Xiong'an.



DC/EP mainly targets to replace M0 (cash in circulation) and not M1 (M0 + corporate
demand deposits) and M2 (M1 + corporate time deposits + resident savings deposits +
other deposits). Thus, the main function of DC/EP will be on payment.



DC/EP can significantly reduce M0's issuance and transaction costs. The marginal cost of
issuing DC/EP is negligible, so the replacement of cash by DC/EP can substantially
reduce issuance costs for PBOC. DC/EP can also reduce users’ transaction costs. DC/EP
can complete payments even when both the receiving and paying parties are offline. In
theory, DC/EP can eliminate the transaction cost between individuals and corporates.



PBOC's DC/EP issuance adopts the "central bank-commercial bank / other operating
institutions" double-layer operation system and the "one currency, two libraries, three
centers" operating framework.



PBOC has not confirmed on the technology used for DC/EP at present. Decentralized
account technology, such as blockchain, is only one of the options among many. Since
cash is anonymous, risks of money laundering and terrorist financing are implied. The
issuance of DC/EP, while ensuring a level of anonymity, can eliminate risks of money
laundering, terrorist funds, tax evasion, and online gambling.



According to the information released by the Digital Currency Research Institute, the
introduction of DC/EP will have minimal impacts on China's monetary policy as a whole.
First, the DC/EP simply replaces the cash in M0; it is interest-free, and it does not replace
M1 and M2. Second, DC/EP is intended to replace traditional legal currencies, such as
cash in small, high-frequency transactions in retail businesses, and help facilitate
payments at a low cost. Therefore, DC/EP must set limits on large payments. Meanwhile,

DC/EP in domestic-oriented – it is not intended for cross-border payment and
settlement.


If DC/EP is able to replace some of the demand and time deposits in M1 and M2 aside
from the cash in M0 and is interest-bearing, it will become an important price-based
monetary policy tool. Under such circumstances, DC/EP will affect the existing monetary
policy framework and lessen the functions of commercial banks in the financial system.
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The latest development of legal digital currency by PBOC
The Digital Currency Research Institute of PBOC announced on Apr 20, 2020, that PBOC will
conduct the first closed test for its legal digital currency (DC/EP), whose development has
spanned over six years, in Shenzhen, Suzhou, Chengdu, and Xiong'an. In Suzhou, the local
government will pay half of the transport subsidies to civil servants with the digital currency.
The government employees will load the central bank's digital currency APP in May 2020. In
Xiong'an New District, a satellite city in Beijing, most of the participating companies are retail
companies, including Starbucks, Qingfeng Steamed Dumping Shop, McDonald's, and Subway.
The closed test of digital currency marks the first official launch of a statutory digital currency
application by an important central bank. In addition, PBOC stated that its digital currency is
expected to be used in the 2022 Winter Olympics.
PBOC has always been at the global forefront in the research and implementation of digital
currency. As early as Jan 2014, PBOC’s then-governor, Zhou Xiaochuan, proposed to conduct
a feasibility study on the issuance of legal digital currency. In response, PBOC established a
special research group for digital currency and following that, the Digital Currency Research
Institute, in Feb 2017. In Mar 2018, in PBOC’s teleconference on national currency, gold, and
silver, the steady promotion of the central bank's digital currency research and development
was proposed. During the Two Sessions in 2018, Zhou Xiaochuan stated that China's digital
currency would be named as DC/EP. DC stands for Digital Currency, and EP stands for
Electronic Payment. In Aug 2019, PBOC held a video conference and called for the
acceleration of China's legal digital currency R&D as well as tracking the development trend of
domestic and foreign virtual currencies. In Jan 2020, the PBOC said it had completed the
top-level design, standard formulation, functional R&D, and joint debugging testing for digital
currency. The central bank's work meeting held in the same month emphasized the steady
advancement in R&D for the legal digital currency.
Central banks around the world have shown strong interest on the subject of digital currency.
In Jan 2020, the Bank of Japan, the European Central Bank, and the Bank of England formed
the Central Bank Digital Currency Group to jointly evaluate the possibility of central bank digital
currencies. The team also includes the Bank of Canada, the Swiss National Bank, the Bank of
Sweden, and the Bank for International Settlements. At present, many countries have made
substantial progress in the development of central bank digital currency or expressed interest
in it. European Central Bank President Christine Lagarde said at a press conference in Dec
2019 that the Central Bank’s Special Committee on Digital Currency has been established to
accelerate efforts to study the phenomenon of digital currency and is expected to reach a
conclusion in mid-2020. In addition, the social media giant Facebook released a white paper
on the digital currency, Libra, in June 2019. The stability of Libra's currency depends on its
anchored basket of short-term government bonds and bank loans. Facebook’s vision is to
establish a global financial infrastructure and super-sovereign digital monetary system.
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The positioning and operating system of the digital currency by PBOC
According to the information by the Digital Currency Research Institute of PBOC, DC/EP
mainly replaces M0 (cash in circulation) and not M1 (M0 + corporate demand deposits) and
M2 (M1 + corporate time deposits + resident savings deposits + other deposits). Thus, the
main function of DC/EP will be on payment. In China's current financial system, M1 and M2
have already implemented digital account management and further digitization of these money
supplies is therefore unnecessary.
The issuance of DC/EP mainly replaces the cash of M0 and therefore is not interest-bearing.
DC/EP belongs to M0, which is legal in any scenario. Its payment function is superior to
third-party payment transfer. For example, users of WeChat payment and Alipay are not able
to transfer payments to each other. DC/EP can significantly reduce M0's issuance and
transaction costs. China's M0 is RMB 7.7tr at end-2019. Assuming that the cost of cash
issuance is 1%, the cost of M0 using cash is ~RMB 770bn. The marginal cost of issuing
DC/EP is next to none, so the replacement of cash by DC/EP can substantially reduce the
issuance costs. DC/EP can also save transaction costs for users. DC/EP can complete
payments even when the receiving and paying parties are both offline. Given the mobile
phones of both parties are charged and equipped with the DC/EP wallets, the transfer can be
completed offline as long as the two terminals are in physical contact with each other even
when no network is available. The total transaction volume of China's non-cash payment
market (except for fund transfers) is ~RMB 280tr in 2019. The non-cash payment processing
fee of banks or third-party payment institutions is ~0.38%, so the overall transaction cost is as
high as RMB 1.06tr. In theory, DC/EP can eliminate transaction cost between individuals and
companies and provide incentives for users to retain such currency.
PBOC's DC/EP adopts the "central bank-commercial bank / other operating institutions"
double-layer operation system and the "one currency, two libraries, three centers" operating
framework. The first layer of the two-tier operating system is the direct interaction between the
PBOC and commercial banks/other operating agencies, and the second layer is transactions
between commercial banks/other operating agencies and market participants such as
individuals and enterprises. On the first layer, the PBOC issues and returns DC/EP through
commercial banks/other operating agencies; on the second layer, commercial banks/other
operating agencies that obtain the DC/EP distribute and circulate the currency in the market. In
the operating framework of "one currency, two libraries, and three centers", "one currency"
refers to DC/EP, "two libraries" refers to the bank libraries for PBOC and the commercial
banks, and "three centers" are DC/EP registration center, certification center, and big data
analysis center. The registration center is responsible for recording the registration of the
entire process of issuance, transfer, and return of DC/EP; the certification center is responsible
for centralizing the identity of DC/EP users, which is the key to maintaining the anonymity of
DC/EP transactions. One of the main issues for DC/EP is to strike a balance between
anonymity and regulatory needs for anti-money laundering and anti-terrorist financing. The big
data analysis center collects and evaluates the data generated from payment behaviors and
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detects any illegal uses of DC/EP through monitoring the indicators.
PBOC has not confirmed the technology used for DC/EP. Decentralized account technology,
such as blockchain, is only one of the many options available. Since cash is anonymous, risks
of money laundering and terrorist financing are implied. The issuance of DC/EP, while
ensuring a level of anonymity mechanism, can effectively minimize risks of money laundering,
terrorist funds, tax evasion, and online gambling.

The impact of PBOC’s digital currency on monetary policy
According to Digital Currency Research Institute of PBOC, the introduction of DC/EP will have
minimal impact on China's monetary policy as a whole.
First, the DC/EP only replaces the cash in M0 - and it does not generate interest, nor does it
replace M1 and M2. China's M0, as a percentage of GDP, has been declining, and M0 / GDP
was only 7.8% at end-2019. The main reason for the decline in M0's share of GDP is the rapid
growth of third-party payments, with mobile payments and third-party payments replacing cash.
DC/EP does not generate interest, which is essentially a liability of the central bank. However,
the deposits of commercial banks belong to M1 and M2, and are the liabilities of commercial
banks. The account holders enjoy interest income, and commercial banks need to fulfill the
legal reserve requirements. The interest-free aspect of DC/EP would exclude it as a new
price-based monetary policy instrument and therefore, it would not disrupt the existing
monetary policy framework.
Second, according to the public statements from the Digital Currency Research Institute,
DC/EP is intended to replace traditional legal currencies, such as cash, in small and
high-frequency transactions in retail business- the goal is to facilitate payment at a low cost.
Since the level of security in DC/EP is higher that in bank deposits, DC/EP must set limits on
large payments so as to increase the cost of bank deposits converting to DC/EP. This would
reduce to the impact on commercial bank deposits.

Third, in theory, DC/EP can be used for cross-border payments to promote RMB
internationalization, which requires a series of institutional arrangements. Cross-border
payment, while necessary, is not a sufficient condition for RMB internationalization. At
present, the biggest obstacle in internationalizing RMB is that the currency has yet to
realize free convertibility under the capital account. Zhou Xiaochuan therefore pointed out
that the use of DC/EP in China would mainly be domestic-oriented, rather than
cross-border payment and settlement.
Finally, if DC/EP is able to replace some of the demand and time deposits in M1 and M2
and bear interests, it will become an important price-based monetary policy tool. Under
such circumstances, DC/EP will affect the existing monetary policy framework and lessen
the functions of commercial banks in the financial system. Since DC/EP is issued by
PBOC, its credit rating must be higher than the commercial banks. If it becomes an
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interest-bearing asset, a considerable proportion of deposits in commercial banks would
be converted into DC/EP. The loan business of commercial banks, as a result, will be
adversely affected while volatility in financial system will increase. In view of these impacts,
we believe DC/EP will not become an interest-bearing currency in the foreseeable future.
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